
Industrial 
Revolution

Review



1. Period from 18__ 
(end of the Civil War) 

to ______

65

1900



2. Revolution: dramatic change (in how 

____________________)

 Goods were produced in 

________ rather than by 
craftsmen in small shops.

goods were produced

factories



 A. Civil War increased 
_________________ - 

war supplies

 Influences of the 
Industrial Revolution

manufacturing



 Influences of the 
Industrial Revolution

B. Civil War was profitable 
for business owners - money 
to _______ in more business.invest



 Manufacturing 
mainly in the cities in 

the

 ______________ U.S.Northeastern



What are four things 
needed for an industrial 

revolution
labor / workers

capital / money
Natural resources

transportation



What were some 
influences of the 

industrial revolution?
People moving to the cities

Growth of the ________ classmiddle

Unsafe…                               working conditions



What were some 
influences of the 

industrial revolution on 
farmers?

increased _______________ 
production

agricultural



What were some 
influences of the 

industrial revolution on 
the environment?

increased _______________pollution



What were some 
influences of the 

industrial revolution on 
the West?

increased _______________
because people moved out 

west

population



What were some 
influences of 

urbanization?
more _______________

opportunities
job



What were some 
influences of 

urbanization?
more _______________
activities like movies, 
shopping, libraries & 

museums.

cultural



What were some 
problems  created by 

urbanization?
_______________

(more people moving there)
overcrowding

People moved from the 
______ areas (country)rural



What were some 
problems  created by 

urbanization?
People moved to __________

houses in the city
tenement

This increased in the crowded 
cities….        crime



Mass Production

Goods were made _________
and ___________

faster

Products were made with 
________________ parts 

(all the same)        
interchangeable

cheaper



Mass Production

______ _______ improved the 
auto industry’s production 
through the concept of the 

___________ ________
(products moved and were 

put together)

Henry    Ford

assembly   line



Automation

Gradually _________ rather 
than people began doing more 
of the work in factories. This 
required more _________ or 

_______ 
to start businesses.

machines

capital or money



Business that can sell shares 
in their business are known as 

________________.
The shares of the business are 

called _________.
This allows corporations to 
raised ________ or money.

corporations

stock

capital



Taxes or duties on foreign 
goods are called 
____________.

These duties help to protect 
American industries 

from_______ competition.

tariffs

foreign



Taxes or tariffs on foreign 
goods make these products 

more ____________.
These tariffs are sometimes 

called economic 
 ___________ or ___________

expensive

protectionism nationalism



Taxes or tariffs on foreign 
goods help to protect 

American
 ____________ and ________.businesses workers



The End
 ____________ and ________.The End


